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Figure 1. 1114 Fairchild Avenue, Manhattan, Kansas.
























































































they­ make­ any­ exterior­ address,­ it­
































































































































































Plato began the great dialogue, The­
Republic, with the word katabasis, 
which means a way down...The theme 
is similar in his parable of the cave; 
after the ascent to the light from the 
darkness of the cave, the philosopher 
is told, “Down you must go,” back to 
the world of the shadows, which is 
the common source for any insight...
In returning to the commonplace 
and descending to fundamental 
conditions, the figure moving up 
and down is the scholar who joins 
different realms together in writing, 
speaking, and other forms of public 


































Small Fires and Milk­in­1964,­Thirtyfour 
Parking Lots­in­1967,­etc.),­Ruscha­doc-
uments­coolly­and­with­seeming­objec-
tivity­the­commonplace­objects­of­our­
quotidian­experience.­The­artist­offers­
a­dispassionate,­discursive­description­
of­contemporary­environments,­nei-
ther­critiquing­nor­praising­the­thing­
described.­Of­course,­the­work­often­
seems­ridiculous­(the­small­fires­are­
rather­small,­for­instance),­and­a­bit­
of­wry­irony­undermines­the­affected­
detachment.­
Regardless,­the­observations­are­made­
and­the­work­is­offered­for­our­consid-
eration­and,­ultimately,­judgment.­Or­
perhaps­not.­For­whatever­our­verdict­
on­Ruscha’s­palm­trees,­his­swimming­
pools­or­his­Real Estate Opportuni-
ties—whether,­that­is,­we­damn­their­
emptiness­or­revel­in­their­insistent­
presence—such­positions­are­at­best­
penultimate.­Something­else­ is­yet­
to­come.­
Ruscha­undeniably­crafts­his­artifacts:­
each­shot­is­composed­and­cropped­
and­pasted­up,­each­book­a­nearly­
cinematic­feat­of­visual­editing­and­
graphic­design.­Most­likely,­we­reserve­
our­final­evaluation­for­these­elements­
of­the­depiction­itself.­Free­of­a­strict­
binding­to­the­content­of­the­work,­we­
evaluate­his­choices,­including­among­
others­the­paper­he­uses,­the­layout­
45
of­the­photographs,­their­order­in­the­
sequence,­and­the­like.­
Ruscha­anticipates­an­entire­genre­of­
photographic­documentation,­pio-
neered­by­the­German­couple­Bernd­
and­Hilda­Becher.­In­the­Bechers’­work,­
the­seriality­and­detachment­that­char-
acterize­Ruscha­surge­to­the­forefront.­
Most­often­deploying­a­3­x­3­grid­of­
large-format­black­and­white­photo-
graphs,­the­Bechers­document­coal­
tipples,­grain­elevators,­mineshafts,­
hot-blast­furnaces,­and­other­totems­
of­an­industrialized­wasteland.­Their­
students,­among­them­Thomas­Struth,­
Thomas­Ruff,­and­Andreas­Gursky,­have­
advanced­their­seemingly­objective­
stance­and,­by­digitally­manipulating­
the­images­captured­by­the­supposedly­
“neutral”­frame­of­the­camera­lens,­
have­elevated­photography­to­a­status­
close­to­that­of­painting.
But­again,­why?­Why­look?­Why­should­
a­set­of­nine­photographs­of­coal­tipples­
become­an­art­object?
Well,­why­not?­I­am­reminded­now­
of­“Saying­#77”­from­the­“Gospel­of­
Thomas,”­one­of­over­fifty­Gnostic­texts­
found­in­1945­in­an­urn­buried­in­the­
sands­of­the­Egyptian­desert.­Jesus:­
“Lift­up­the­stone,­and­you­will­find­
me­there.”6­
There,­even­under­some­errant­rock.­
It­is­probably­not­so­hard­for­a­Roman­
Catholic­petitioner­to­feel­the­glory­
and­majesty­of­her­faith­when­she­first­
steps­into­the­marble-clad­nave­of­St.­
Peter’s­basillica.­It­might­be­somewhat­
more­difficult­to­ find­that­sense­of­
engagement­and­awareness­amid­the­
vast­stretch­of­asphalt­and­glimmering­
bodies­of­SUVs­in­the­parking­lot­of­
the­local­WalMart.­But­for­many­of­us,­
the­expanse­of­asphalt­and­the­shoddy­
building­at­its­flank­constitute­the­bulk­
of­our­environmental­experience.
Ultimately,­you­have­to­be­where­you­
are.­You­might­as­well­look.­You­never­
know­what­you­might­find.
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